ADDENDUM #2

DATE: March 20, 2020

TO CONTRACT DOCUMENTS ENTITLED:

1501 Creekwood Parkway-
Fitout Space for New WCH
Ambulance Base
MU PROJECT NO: CP200101

At University of Missouri
Columbia, Missouri 65211

ADVERTISEMENT DATE: February 27, 2020

PREPARED FOR: The Curators of the University of Missouri

Drawings and Specifications for the above noted project and the work covered thereby are herein modified as follows, and except as set forth herein, otherwise remain unchanged and in full force and effect:

Clarifications:

1. QUESTION: Is there a master mechanical license required to bid/perform the HVAC work? Who will be performing inspections, MU or the City?

   ANSWER: Inspections will be by an outside testing consultant that MU will hire. No Master Mechanical license is required.

Substitutions:

1. 09 6700 – Fluid-Applied Flooring:
   a. Tennant Company is an acceptable manufacturer for the fluid-applied flooring system. The submitted system is: Primer: Eco-MPE | Base-Coat: Eco-MPE with silica broadcast.

Specifications:

1. 23 0513 – Split System Air Conditioners:
   a. Modify 1.07 WARRANTY as follows:
      b. “A. Warranty: Manufacturer’s standard form in which manufacturer agrees to repair or replace components of gas-fired, condensing furnace; air-cooled condensing unit and horizontal indoor evaporator cooling coil that fail in materials or workmanship within five (5) years for all equipment, labor and parts and twenty (20) years for gas heat exchanger from date of Substantial Completion. Failures include, but are not limited to, compressor failure, heat exchanger and/or refrigerant coil leak.”